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laughter
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cence of the unions business of a millionaire until he made r
a clever musical stunt
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singer
and that is what they
ithat the newcomer would prob- Billikopf with a grievance
have
for
this week Miss Ogden catchy They enjoyed their share
inmatter
Whats
the
¬
ably become sufficiently profiof the applause
cient within a few weeks to quired the superintendent Are beside possessing such a rare
Gordon makes a hit with his
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earn the union scale As soon nt you getting on all right
musical
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Yes was the reply only I and any number of the latest
as he should reach that point the
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but
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in
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thus
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completinga
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fore he consented that he should Americanization
one
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of
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movement
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in
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is duly copyrighted which makes annual meeting of the American
able to join the union
it very rare and possibly this is Jewish committee held here to- ¬
Apparently the immigrants di- ¬ The first of the series of de- the
first and last time you will day officers were elected and ac- ¬
verted to the West through Gal- ¬ bates of the Jewish Literary So- see
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in
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Kansas City experience
conjunction
with the national or ¬
week
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It
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ganization
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of
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rights
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consequences
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the
of per- ¬
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to
more
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Judge Mayer Sulzberger of
you laugh than any other act on
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Philadelphia
was reelected as
the
bill
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to
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of the organized Jewish charities
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The Sons and Daughters of unusual
in this transformation process isnumber of good ones ton
selfevident If these Russian Zion will meet this Sunday night will be shown
The treasurer Isaac W Bern
Jews ignorant of the language at the rooms of the Jewish Literheim
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and with their low standard oi ary Society in the Mason Build the Alhambra
elected
Theater is in the
living were plumped down into ing Important business matters habit of offering every now and
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instance with no one to look af- ¬ attendance is desired Also the that it is a little bit better than On Pres Roosevelts Letter
ter them they would starve for election of delegates to the State the rest
Commenting upon the letter of
a few days and then would drift Convention at Waco Texas Jan- ¬
President Roosevelt dealing with
into the ranks of unskilled labor uary 3rd 1909 Hereafter the
Mr Tafts religious faith and
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with the chances against their Sons and Daughters of Zion will
with religious prejudice in gen- ¬
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